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EMERGENCY AID at 
crash scene is given to 
John (Jack) Edward 
Anderson, 
20,  who was fatally iniured 
in an automobile accident
 
late Sunday night
 at the intersection of 10th 









A 20-year -old SJS student died 
yesterday morning in San Jose
 
Hospital from head 
injuries suf-
fered
 in an automobile accident 
late Sunday night. 
John (Jack) Edward Anderson, 
545 S. Seventh St., was thrown 
from his vehicle when it collided 
with a car driven by Luis Arias 
Catellanos, 43, 1048 S. Tenth St. 
The police accident report stated 
that Anderson apparently had dis-
regarded a stop 
light at the inter-
section of Tenth and Williams 
Streets.  
Marilyn Perry.
 20, 27 S. llth 




hicle, also was 
injured  and was 




 treated and 
released. Catel-
lanos
 was not 












































charges  of 
malicious 
mis-








 22, 429 
S. Ninth




 446 S. 























 21, 466 
S. llth St.; 
and  Gordon T. Hunter. 
22,
 515 E. 
William 
St. 
current pledge class at Sigma Phi 
Epsilon fraternity. 
He was the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. 










 proposed increase 
in student body activity fees, a 
handful of 
bills and a multitude 
of proposed ASB budgets for next 
year. The
 meeting is at 2:45 p.m. 
in the College Union. 
The fee increase received a posi-
tive 
recommendation  from Finan-
cial Advisory Board (FAB) last 
week.  ASB Pres. John Hendricks 
put forth the proposal for an in-
crease from the present $7.50 per 
semester to $10 per semester for 
full time 
students. 
Possible budgets to be considered 
are  ASB Executive 
Council, Fresh-
man Camp
 and Spartacamp. 
Council deferred a decision on 
the
 fee rise last week,  since 
Hen-
dricks was not 
present and could 
tot 
explain the reasons 
for tht 
increase.  
The  proposed High 
School
-Junior 
College  Speaker 
Corps
 will be 
voted on today,


























Seventh Street today and 
tomorrow to recruit







tory in the 
Western



























 of all 
appli-
cants 































calls for a first
 contingent of 
sev-
eral hundred
 volunteers to 
begin 
training  in July In 
Hawaii
 and to 
arrive in Micronesia
 by October. 
The July
 group 













 group to 
begin  training 
in 
October,  also in 
Havvaii, will 
arrive in 
Micronesia  in January, 
1967, and 
will  be composed 
of
 vol-













volunteers  will train 
some 






 a group of 
2,141 islands 
and 
atolls  with a 





three million square 
miles of the 
Western 
Pacific,  from the Inter-
national
 Date Line to within
 300 
miles of the Philippines
 and 700 








 for the 
present drive. 
Recruiters  were here 
last in March 









islanders  have 
asked  
for 
Peace  Corps help in 
preparing  
for self-government.
 The area came 
under U.S. 




1951  supervision 
was shifted 
from the Navy 








 Songs at SJS 
More than 100 
United States 


















 Spring, will 
be sponsored by 
the ASB on 
Friday
 from

















available  in 






the  cafeteria and in 
the 
Student 






Bruce  Carr, guitar; Pete 
Abreit,  bass; Paul Lopez, 
drums; Jim 






dance music for Co-Ftec, 




Classic Film Today 
Concluding the 
Spring 1966 Classic Films series will be, 
"Laza-
rillo,"  
shown  today in 
.1055 at 
3:30 and 7 












 war of wits 
and 
















 sixinsored by 
TRU 





 tonight at 
&Ai in 
113. 
in Concert Hall 
at 8:15 
The 
performance of the 
Defense 
Language  Institute 
West  Coast 
Ru.ssian Student
 Choir from 
Mon-
terey Ls 


























 the Defense Language 
Institute,  formerly 
the Army Lan-
guage
 School, at 
Monterey.  Prior 










Nicholas  Vorobiov, 
di-
rector 
of the choir, 
teaches  the 
men 
the  lyrics and 
part  harmony, 





Usually  an 
entire  



































 head of the Russian 
Church in 






heard  for him-
self the 
servicemen  singing an-
cient
 hymns and 
folk songs,
 he 








 WEDNESDAY, MAY II, 1966 
READS 'REED'
 

















teria, Library, Bookstore and on Seventh
 Street. The campus Iti-
erary 
magazine staff points out that the new 
edition escapes 
staid  traditions of literary publications in 
a move toward more 
appealing sophistication. 
Midnight  







While much activity continues
 
behind the scenes for Saturday's 
17th annual Pushcart Relays, only 
one more official event remains 
on the Lambda Chi Alpha pre -
race calendar. 
By midnight tonight all 14 cam-
pus organizations entering must 
have 
had their carts safety 
checked
 and approved. Until the 
races 
on Saturday, the only thing 
which will remain on the com-
petitors' calendar will be prac-
ticing, more 
practicing  and that 
unbearable inaction termed wait-
ing. 
The races which will begin at 
1 p.m. at San Jose High are ex-
pected 
to ia.st about 
21;4 
hours,  




Eight races will take place in 
the opening round of the com-
bined A and B divisions, with an 
adapted single elimination tour-
nament determining the winner. 
Seven teams are entered in both 
the men's and 
women's  divisions. 
After first round 
competition,  
within
 the divisions, svinners and 
losers will advance to their re-
spective coed brackets. 
The fastest 
losers in the two 
divisions will 
have a reprieve. 
having a second chance to com-
pete in the opening round. 
As a sidelight to the afternmn's 
competition,
 a powder 
puff  tour-
nament will be held. With six 
teams entered, three races will be 
held. The fastest time will de-
termine the winner. 
In 1964. Alpha Phi somrity took 
top 
honors  in 
the  priwder 
puff di-
vision while Delta Gamma sorority 
won the sweepstakes trophy. 




Lockwood,  19 -year-
old freshman 
and member of Al-
pha Phi, will reign 
over
 this year's 


















Daily  Staff 
Writer  




 at 6:30 




had signed a 
petition 
asking  that 
an election 
be held to 
recall  ASB Pres. 
John  






will still be out 
on 
Seventh




 today in an 
effort  
to gain an excess




 it rains, 
a table will be set up 
in the  
cafeteria. 
The 




council  today at 2:45 
p.m. when it 
meets  in the College 
Union. 
Brakefield urges
 all interested 
students to attend









term expires in about two weeks, 
Fred 




away with virtually anything be-
cause he has 
only two weeks left 
in office? 
"I feel the recall is one of the 
important checks and balances 
on 
the power of the president, Stahl 
said. 




held accountable right 
up to his last hour in office." 
The petition asks 
"for the im-
mediate  recall of John Hendricks, 
ASB president, on 
the grounds 
that his recent actions have gross-
ly violated his oath of 
office,  and 
acted contrary to the interest of 
the 
student  body." 
ELECTION NEXT WEEK? 
The petition also states "this 
recall election 






SAN FRANCISCO  
(UPI1The 
California Supreme Court 
yester-
day ruled Proposition 14, 
which  
vetoed the state's fair housing 
law, is unconstitutional. 
The court voted 5-2 on the issue. 
Proposition 14,
 an initiative 
measure adopted by 
a 2 to 1 mar-
gin by the voters in the Nov. 3, 
1964, election, nullified fair hous-
ing





a c t i on 
was the 
second 
tizne the court 
struck
 down a 
vote of the people 
in the 1964 
election.
 The other case involved 
Proposition 15, in which the 
vot-
ers 
banned  pay 
television.  
The 
decision on Proposition 
14 
was a 




fornia. It meant 









The  majority 
opinion,  written hy 
Justice Paul
 Peek, said the state 
coert Was bound by recent rul-





















today al I I:30 a.m. in 
Col- equal Pmlertinn 
clause. °mires 
lege 




to acquire and 
pos.sess 
Building,

























The  opinion 
said the supremacy 
of 

















constitution  to 
York 


































14 violated the 
U.S. Constitution 
because it "significantly 
involved"
 
the state in 
private acts of dis-
crimination.
 
in five school days trom submission 
of this petition." 
Wes Watkins, ASB attorney 
general, commented about 
the re-
call case, "We've never had any-
thing like this before."
 
Thus, no precedent exists, and 
recall procedures are not clearly 
delineated in the ASH 
constitution,
 
according to Watkins. 
Watkins thinks the Student 
Council today will probably set 
the election date and get the peti-
tions to the election
 board which 
will 
then  check the validity of the 
signatures. 
Brakefield urges interested stu-
dents to 
vocally
 oppose expected 
political maneuvers on the peti-
tions and the recall 
election at 
today's council meeting. However,
 
he added optimistically, "I cer-
tainly hope that
 the council will 
accept 
this petition_as voicing the 









ASB Pres. John Hendricks yes-
terday issued a 
written statement 
to the Spartan 
Daily  concerning 
his views of the current recall 
movement working to 
unseat him 
and of other recent 
political  activ. 
ity. 
Concerning his 
letter  to CSCSPA 
members




on April 27 





"I not only 
hold
 the same opinions 
as 
expressed
 in my letter to 
the  
(Continued 










 10:30 a.m. are asked 
to be 
excused from class, the
 office of 
the Dean of the 
College reports. 
Faculty
 members may 
di%mims 
their CialitleS for the 
ceremonies,  


















Technician Teresa Atcheson. Miss Smedden and Don Hickey, 





see  what will happen
 to blood collected
 










wednesday,  May 11, 1966 


























































































































 than a 
collection 
 'of facts, 
half-trooths,














university  is 
one which 
provides 
a has en for 
all points 
of
 view" and 
tlw  report 
degrades
 the entire 
system 
(of higher 
education  with 
its lack of 










































 using the 
files for 
that upcin




reference  for a 
term paper. 
For the 







arris ing at 
and  leasing the 
office a 
half 
hour to an hour 
late.  "Everyone 
does those things,




Council,  in 
cooperation  
with the student faculty 
conowil and 
tloe




to tackle the 
problem of cheating and 
may 
set a much needed precedent this 
weekend. 
Calling for a categorization of cheat-
ing offenses, the council is proposing 
to set
 up a standard of punishments 
for each degree of 'offense. This is 
quite a change from what has been 
(lone in the past, with either the indi-
idual professor handling his 
class's  
'offenses or the (lean of the particular 
college. 
(or perhaps the offive of stu-
dent affairs.




 what type of punish-
ment should be wielded. 
If the 
faculty  agrees 








































































































































































































































































































access  to 
their  frater-











plan  has had some 
opposition
 frotn certain faculty
 mem-
bers, and 
probably for justifiable rea-
son, it would help to give each 
student 
an equal chance 
on major tests. . . . 
Unified control, with set 
standards  
for operation can help 
regulation  of 
cheating 
by giving administrators a 
basis for their decisions. It can also 
give the student

































See your coliege placement 
office  NOW to 
sign






IRS is an equal opportunity employer 
" . . . 
And  in 1970, we'll 
run you as my 
stand-in,





 Alabama in 


















Anderson's  answer 
to my letter of 
4/26 





not  merit 
rebuttal,
 for anyone 
who veils 
his  issues under 







last the real Anderson
 has 
stood up and 
revealed the enigma
 undermining 
his dubious thought 





as evidenced by 
his hysterical 
letter, is an 
obsessional




 possessed of long -reaching
 
tentacles  designed to 
snatch
 up the free world. 
Anderson's narrow thinking is a 
throwback  
to the
 McCarthy era, 
where  a Communist 
was thought to be 
behind  every bedpost. That 
today's communism is 
of
 many stripes, as 
evidenced by 
the Sino-Soviet split, Tito's 
Yugoslavian
 communism, and European com-
munism's revisions of Marxist 
theory,
 is be-
yond his comprehension. 
Indeed, the
 monolithic Communist Gorgon 
is a myth and a chimera. 
Anderson's  paranoia manifests itself in the 
form of an excessive nationalistic spirit, a 
superpatriotism  not 
dissimilar from Nazi 
Germany's. This fascist train of thought 
transcends any rationality he may possess 
and 
induces  him to call
 dissenting fellow
 
Americans traitors, cowards, and socialists. 
it even warps his values to the degree that 
he actually relishes nuclear power and con-
siders world peace and disarmament a "real 
threat." 
The civil war in Viet Nam is Anderson's 
proof of the Communist conspiracy, 
so he 




 Anderson considers me an "appeaser," 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Thrust and 
Parry  section of 
the editorial page offers students and faculty a 
chance to express their views on campus, local, 
national or international issues. Space is allowed 
to encourage written debates on such current affairs. 
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must no+ exceed 
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced 
within 
55
-specie margins and properly signed 
with 
the 
writer's  none and faculty or ASB 
number. The 
Daily will not
 print letters which are libelous,
 in poor 
taste or 
include
 a personal attack. The 
editor  re-
serves the right 
to edit or cut letters to conform
 to 
space 




 with subjects he believes
 have been exhausted. 
SCREEN  SCENES 
CINEMA
 
552 South Bascom 995-7238 
Rod Steiger in 
"PAWNBROKER"  




14502 Big Basin Way R67-3026
 
Now, for the first time on any screen, 
see the whole story 
"ROOM AT THE TOP" 






Glenn Ford in 
"THE MONEY 
TRAP"  
B. Bards* G. 














 Christie in 
"DARLING" 
Marcell° Mastroiano
 and Sophia Loren 
"MARRIAGE  ITALIAN 
STYLE"  















 his convulsive 
fears:  
some anti-Conununist















this  recent 
election
 there has 
been  a 
good deal of bickering
 back and forth be-
tween the 
winners and the losers,
 the most 
recent development 
being the recall move-
ment against John Hendircks.
 I am neither 
supporting Mr. 
Hendricks  nor those heading 
the 
recall  movement and supporting
 Mr. 
Spolter. However, 
this recall is only adding 
smell to 
an
 already tainted election. 
The recall is not being used 
in the manner 
it was meant to be. It 
is for the purpose of 
removing an 
incompetent
 or an otherwise un-
desirable president. Mr. Hendricks is neither 
of these. The reason for the recall is that he 
made his opinion 
of Mr. Spolter known to 
his colleagues on the C.S.C.S.P.A. 
If Mr. Spolter were completely unknown 
to this group, then this would be a despicable 
move, however, since Mr. Spotter has been 
in the office of vice president for a year 
and is known by the other student body pres-
idents, this is not the case. If the students 
of this institution are going to fall to the 
level of removing officers for their personal 
opinions, then how is 
the  ASB Govertunent 
to function at all? The members will be 
afraid either to state or act on their con-
victions for fear of themselves being recalled. 
I implore my fellow students to allow this 
recall movement to die the death it should 
have died before 
it
 reached the petition level. 






Stop. Look. Listen. 
How about those IWO's (Identified
 Walk-
ing 
Objects)  at the VDC rally? 
I refer to the paid 
professional
 agitators. 
There  were six that I recognized. 
Anybody 
see more? 
A. P. Anderson 
A2I943 




Editor's Note: This 
is










cal" training in 











During the recent past, 
I have been 
disturbed 














in engineering have become
 coloo,lownt 
scapegoats.  lt is now possible  to 
blaino
 
us for all of the evils or shortem ll i ll gs 
of 
the present day world. 
I 





 what is wrong toila 









failed in many instances 
because it did 
not 
perceive and act 
in
 accordance with 
its 
responsibilities  to 
society.  Thus, such
 
criticisms which tend 
to direct the atten-
tions of 
engineers  toward 
1fteir  social 
responsibilities






















note that while 






each and every 
one  of  us, 
we also 
have provided 
the  technology 
which is 









 and in the 
emerging  natioi.-. 
It is 
possible  to 
establish
 an equiv I,
 I 
between
 the number 



























freeing  !lie 
%safer 
for 
use  in 
industry
 and 






















 much but 
rather, that
 we have 
achiey-
ed 























Tearing  up 
existing 
freeways 
does  not 
































ARTAN DA I LY 
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE 
%mond class 
postage




 Publishers  Association
 
and 
Audit  Bureau of 
Circulations.  Published
 daily by 
students
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 This is the third in a 
fourpart 
series 
dea,'ng with the effects






many  more reasons 
why
 a stu-
,s dent smokes than 
meets  the eye. More de-
$ tailed, involed,
 and influencing are the psy-
 
chological




 Dr. James J. 
Asher. psychologv 
professor  
ss, dt San Jose State Colle'ce.has heen 
involved
 
 :n a study









 in this 
article
 are the 
results 
of the study as reported by Asher. 
$ When a 
person first attempts
 to take tip 
; cigarette smoking he is 








ence. But, after repeated 
exposure,  the ex-






$ The smoker has learned to 
make  use of the 
$ cigarette as Ft 







 smoking is a so-
, 
ohisticated form of thumb 
sucking
 for the 
and
 
$ adult. It is a grown-up pacifier." 
; When the smoker is 
undergoing or has un-




 to return to a 
normal
 behavioral  
$ pattern. Hence tile cigarette. 
$ One
 of the strongest psychological factors 
inducing the public to take up the habit is 
Z, advertising. The 
fact
 that advertising openly 
$ displays a product on the market, and initiates 
ss a form of pseudo -approval to 
smoke, leads 
the consumer to 
believe,  "Well, if it is ad-
vertisecl everyvvhere and sold at most 
stores,
 
s: and even put up for sale in vending machines. 
.Zz. cigarettes
 must be really 
O.K. in spite of 
what they say about cancer and all that stuff." 
; This is what the smoker wants
 to believe, 
too. Statistics show that smokers are more 












































































o  B 
2 
'5'090 
non-smokers. However, the smoker is much 
harder to convince about
 the realities of smok-
ing than the non-smokers. 
In order to combat ignoi once of the 
smoker to dangers of tile habIt, the follow-
ing 
behavioral  model w( s developed 
by Dr. 
G. M. Hochbaum, a noted psychologist, to 
change
 
one's  attitude 
regarding health issues. 
REQUIRED  CONDITIONS 
The 
following  conditions are required: 
a) an 
awareness  of the threat. 1)1
 the accep-
tance ot the importance of the threat. c) the 
relevance
 of the threat. di the susceptibility 
of the threat to intervention. 
These conditions can be rephrased into more 
persoruil terms to give them more meaning: 
a) 
"Is there really a threat?" b) "Is it im-
portant enough for 
me
 to do anything about 
it?" c) "Is this threatening to me?" ci) Can 
I do anything about it?" 
A smoker wishing to stop the habit might 
successfully
 follow this forrnula to change 
his attitude toward smoking. 
Smoking has a masculine appeal. Most
 ad-
vertising is geared to 
this factor; for in-
stance the Marlboro man; 
the  rough, tough 
miner stating 
he smokes Chesterfield; and 
the man who in tut extremely
 masculine voice 
proclaims,  "I'd walk a mile for a 
Camel."  
Men as well us 
women  identify with this 
masculinity.  The identification 
repmsents the 
sexual freedom land 
power of the man. 
SMOKER 
TYRANNY 
Prof.  Asher explained 
his belief in the
 
tyranny of the




 smoking in the 
pres-
ence
 of non-smokers is 
bothersome to the 
latter. The 
non-smoker  is afraid 
to say any-
thing  about it, 
because
 smoking is a 
socially 
accepted 
act.  When IA 
person  does exclaim
 
his  dissatisfaction 
with the smoke,
 he is 
looked 
down upon by 
the  smoker as a 
nut. 
All social
 forces are 
operating in 
favor  of 
the 
smoker,  and 
















































Specialists  in 
the 
Art































Stevens Creek & W 
inch. or 
San Jose's 
Big  Bookstore 
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY 
r: ( alif,rnhi1i,tce I isl 
u.-r=e112E-ffirliZeEL
 'r -r  1 
what he terms "Learn, Earn and 
Reimburse education. 
The  Collier Bill (AB 600) would 
allow any student attending kl state 
college
 or 
university  to borrow 
money by merely signing a note 
promising to repay it according to 
he conditions of the bill. 




after leaving school and
 after 
earning an annual taxable income 
of more than $4,000. 
The 
debtor
 is allowed 20 years 
to 
complete payment and if by 
that time the dept is not cleared, 
the balance Ls forgiven. 
A four per cent interest rate 
begins after leaving school
 and 
continues until the income is alxwe 
$4,000  and then jumps to six 
per  
cent until the debt 
is paid or 20 
years have elapsed. 
Collier reports that 
financial  in-
stitutions have
 indicated that they 
are interested in buying 
these 
notes if the state 
will *underwrite 
them. This plan will not interfere 
with any existing scholarship
 pro-
gram nor adversely affect any 
existing loan plan, Collier claims. 
When






Scandinavian  men 
get to carry 
on the way 
they
 do? 
In the far 
north  countries
 famous for
 their warm 









































































































(Cootinur (I I   
Pug. I) 
'tiler student presidents
 of April 
27, 
but I would gladly 
reiterate
 
them in any manner thought de-
sirable. 
I will defend not only 
the veracity of 
those  opinions, but 
my 
right to express 
them in any 
legal 




Ms year -long poli-
tical feud with ASB president-elect
 
Jerry 
Spotter, Hendricks wrote: 
"The fact that there is 
a  feud 
is the last thing 
I would deny. 
Indeed I would proclaim it as an 
extunple of 
certain weaknesses in 
our systems, 
both
 government and 
electoral,  and suggest that a'feud' 
requires 
more  than one person as 
a 
participant." 
Hendricks charged that recall 
movement leaders are 
attempting 
to recall
 me for expressing an 
opinion contrary to their own."
 
Students working
 to recall Hen-
dricks are, in his word, "providing 
the students 















recent conviction of 
Spol-
ter 





















limitations  on the 
freedom 
of speech would 
receive  the Daily 
articles as 



















































Nobel  Prize winner 
Ivo  Andric, will 
be 







lish,  during 
today's
 Faculty Book 
Talk at 12:30








1945 novel is 
one in 
a trilogy cited





Letters  in 
awarding
 Andric 


























































 fo an end, 
we wan+ to 
reduce our entire stock of Vaughn's recognized
 clothing and 
sportswear at 
phenomenal
 prices to our many customers.
 
All  
items to be sold at less than l/z price for 
a limited time 
only. 
$6.9S-$6.95 half 




$5.95-$6.95 half sleeve dress
 
shirts. Semester clean-up
 $2.33-$3.33  
$29.50449.50 wash & wear
 
sportcoats & suits. 
Semester clean-up
   
$14.88424.33 
$12.95429.50 
slacks,  dacron blends, 
hard 
worsteds. 
Semester  clean-up   $6.33414.88 
Sweaters,  cotton T-shirfs and many
 items to 
choose  from. 
Stock 



























will sponsor a vigil for peace to- ; Ray Grueneich, John Anderson. Rev. Benton White, Wesley Fouts -
morrow at the Chapel of Recon- Steve Barber, Roger Leta.. Rich- dation pastor; and Rev. John 
ciliation, 310 S. 10th St. from 101 ard 
Epstein and James Shaw. Akers, Grace Baptist Church min-
a.m. to 10 p.m., according to Miss 
Nancy Rupprecht, chairman. 
Twenty-four persons, including 
ministers, professors, students and 
townspeople, will speak every 
hall 




 "By meditation, thotwl 
prayer,
 and consideration, tie 
will attempt to find what the 
dividual may do to work for 
pe., 
in the world," 
she added. 
SJS professors who 
will  site 
include 
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, prui. 
sor of psychology; Dr. Robert I\ 







professor of humanities, and I , 




who Win speak are ister. 
Rev. Mark Rutledge. SJS Campus The Women's International 
Christian 'Ministry pastor: Rev. IA.ague for Peace and Freedom 
Roy 
Hoch. 1.wheritn ennsoos pas- win also be 





nr%-1111W On sale at all culler. 
bookstore:. and at sperial gales 
booths on 
,t 
,,,tt,  (MIN c11111/11 11v1(11') 1111,1111:::11(' 
















Any game is more fun with ice-cold Coke 
on hand. Coca-Cola has the taste you 
never get tired of ... always refreshing. That's why ttlings go better 
with
 Coke... 





































FT I_ SIZE, U. 
S.
 INSPECTED BEEF 
NO 
QUANTITY  LIMIT! 
ONE OR A 
BASKETFUL!  
GRIEF'S JUBILEE is 
Assrybodyrs  trent Tii 
famous GRIEF'S
 HAMBURGER -- 
delitrout,  
enrseriwis in sissr, 
mods front Govionment 
Inspected BEEF, on a 
toasted bun and os 
our 
JUBILEE  TREAT,































































 a Art 
Exhibition continues this week 
in the Art 













































 in by 
such  claims. 
The 
truth  




























 to read 
6,000  words per
 
minute,  
READAK  can 
teach 
you to read 














teach  you to 
skim
 at 6,000 
words  per 
minute.  
READAK has been 
teaching 










es you to use your hand
 as a 
portable
 pacing 







READAK  has 
helped 








to read more 
effectively.
 READAK
 can do 
the same 
for  you. 
Phone 
248-7674 today
 for a 
free reading 
test. Discover how 
READAK can help you
 to learn 
to read 
as fast as 
















students  Vivienne 
Andres, James 
Wayne, Steve 
Wise and Howard 
Ikemoto.  
In 
the Art Gallery Wayne is 













, - mgrulty and chaos of the viorIcl. 
i its works include 
"Red
 fla der 
:Ind the Rites of Spring," "The 












IN SAN JOSE 

















Cigs   
150 
Kleenex




















Puritan  Oi! Co. 










Unconscious in the Creative 
Act." 
Among  the works are 
"The 





















 and "The 
Soul of 
the Holy One Is 
the Intestinal 
Membrane  of the 
Great  Bearded 
Seal" 
In the Little 
Gallery, A114. 





















with  the gradu-
ates' 






ments for the 





Se\ eit S.'S chemical engineer-
ing students
 have received schol-
arship awards totalling $1,225. 
Seniors George Chang, and 
Robert Vogel each received $250 
while Gary Mitchel received 
$175.  
Four awards were presented
 
to.
 juniors. Paul Yamada accepted 
a cheek for 
$250,  Ralph Schmitt 
received $150 and John Drees-


















 Ext. 4317 
BOX OFFICES: S. F.   Downtown Cooler / Eng 
Boy . 
Amnon  / Hillodolo  Sherman 
Cloy / Son 









in Forever Prest Hopsacking 
For casual
 good times,






 will lead you a good life. 
They keep
 their knife-edge 
press forever and you can for-
get about the iron. Snug 
fitting, 
pre -cuffed wash 
pants,  a little 
dressier than the rest, in 
Navy,
 
Clay,  and 
Cambridge.  










CENTER,  MT. VIEW - 
SHOP  MON THRU SAT. 
UNTIL 
9.30  p.m. 
VALLEY  FAIR - 
SHOP
 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 
p.m. 
-Photo by Dave Vincent 
"RED 
RYDEK  and the Rites of Spring"
 by graduate student 
Howard Ikemoto is one of 
the works currently displayed in the 
Art 









Also  on display in the 






Andres is showing 
paintings
 in the Little Gallery, A114. Both 
galleries 
are  open from 9 
















































are  now 
being  ac-
cepted. The 























play,  to 
which












































 grant is 
designed  
to encourage






By PAT SHARP 
spartan
 Daily Fine Arts 
Editor 
Dependent
 only upon facial expression and 
oral interpretation, 
members
 of the cast force-
fully presented 
"The
 Doctor and the Devils" in 
Studio 
Theatre  Friday night. 
Without benefit of 
scene design or costumes 
of the period, the readers, under the direction 
of Dr. Dorothy Hadley, associate 
professor 
of drama,
 conveyed the attitudes and preju-
dices of 19th century Scotland as reflected in 
Dylan Thomas' unprocluced film scenario. 
BEARDED NARRATOR 
Eddy Emanuel, the bearded 
narrator, set 
the mood 
at the onset and facilitated the 
shift from scene to scene throughout the play. 
Particularly effective 
as his presentation of 
the grave -robbing incident in which he alone 
enacted the roles of the body -snatchers -
Mole, Praying Howard and 
Merry -Lees. His 
changes of voice made it easy for the audi-
ence to imagine the gruesome events as they 
took 
place 150 years ago. 
Ken ,Kopec 
as
 Dr. Rock excellently por-
trayed the obdurate anatomist with clipped, 
curt speech and the 
careful  enunciation be-
fitting an intelligent scientist. His sarcasm
 
and humor 
took  some of the edge out of 




portraying  Burke and Hare,
 
the murderers, were 
well
 selected for their 
roles. William 
Snead as Fallon with
 a Scot-
 M.MMIAMM.MmNIMNIMMWOMW 
fish burr was sinister 
and  Cecil O. Pendleton 
as Broom seemed 
to emanate evil. In speak-
ing of the
 money they would receive from 
the sale of 
bodies  to Dr. Rock's academy. 
Broom 
literally
 shook with 
greed.
 




 wife. In the scene where 
Murray accused her husband 
of instructing 
Fallon  and Broom 
to
 commit murder, she 
shifted from 
the emotional wife saying thr 
accusations were false to a shrewd,
 calcu-
lating woman who 
found the loopholes in 
the manner 
of
 a hardened attorney. 
Although 
interpreting
 several characters 
in
 "The Doctor and the Devils," Bert 
L.
 Wiley 
was at his best in 
portraying
 Billy Bedlam, 
the pathetic 
crippled  idiot who spoke in con-
fused sentences and aroused deep-felt pity. 
The scream as he was murdered 
penetrated 
the entire theater arid hushed the audience. 
REAL EMOTION 
Dennis Collins Johnson 
as
 John Murray, 
a student of Dr. Rock, showed very real emo-
tion 
when  he discovered the body he was 
about to dissect was that of the woman he 
loved. When he spoke of her, tears welled 
in his eyes. 
The 
others
 in the cast, too, interpreted 
their lines with feeling -Dianne Murray as 
Annabelle Rock. Alice, Mrs. Webb and the 
Child; Benita Brazier as Nelly; 
Christiana 
Schwarz as Kate and Terry Somodi as Jezmie
 



















SOUTH  BEND -
OCEAN  CITY AND ALL 
TOP  NAME BRANDS 
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ductions for the theater, 
William  
Pendergrast, graduate drama 
student, was 
the 1965-66 winner 




Pendergrast is now completing 
the  play, "The Cul-de-Sac." The 
work is an outgrowth of "Pleas-
ure Island," a drama which re-
ceived 




























may  be turned in 
at 
the Art Building,
 A314, from 
10:30 
a.m.  to 12:30 p.m. 
Three-
dimensional art 
work may be 
turned 
in the Gallery 
Store-
room, A112, from 
2:30-5 p.m. 
Entry 
forms  am available
 on 
tables on 






enrolled in an art






 not been ac-
cepted 
for candidacy in the 
mas-
ter's degree 





paintings,  sculpture, 






will  run from Mon-
day, May
 23 through
 June 10 
and continue 
from June 27 
through July 1. 
Three cash merit 
and four honorable 
mention 
awards 







Nancy  Bianchi. 
freshman  Eng-
lish 







omore business and industrial 
management
 major  from Los 
Angeles and 
member  of Circle K 
and
 Phi Sigma Kappa. The cou-
ple plans an Aug.
 20 wedding. 
Suzan Crawshaw, senior jour-
nalism
 major from 
Belmont  and 
member 
of
 Theta Sigma Phi, 
is
 
engaged to Stuart Kaplan, an 
attorney from Los 
Angeles.  A 







is betmthed to William
 Clark, 
senior business administration 
major from 
Lawndale  at Cali-




and  member of the 
Ameri-
can Marketing
 Association. A 
June wedding is planned. 
Carole Ann McGarthy, fresh-
man home 
economics
 major from 
San




 stationed at San Diego 





Anderson is from 
Monterey. The 


















ment  Front 

























who  is not 
quite
 A, B 
or








































eare  for because
 the pads 
are  























Made  with 









White  or 
Black.
























Five in a row! 
That's the
 
aim of the six
-man  
SJS judo team that is 
malting
 
the trip to 
Columbus,  Ohio this 
weekend for the NCAA finals. 
Led by coach Yosh 
Uchida, one 
of the
 most celebrated judo men-
tors in the nation, the SJS team 
has captured the national col-
legiate 
title  the 
past four 
years, 
and appear to have a 
good  chance 
of making it five in a row this 
Saturday at Ohio State. 
Leading SJS' hopes of a repeat 
victory are two members
 of last 
year's 




and  Jay Lewis 
were on the 1965 tetun that cap-
tured the Spartans' fourth
 straight 
title, while Paul Maruyama com-
peted under Uchida in the 1964 
Olympics.
 
INELIGIBLE LAST YEAR 
Maruyama, a 
24 -year -old senior 
from Yamato, Japan, was ineligible 
IMPROVEDOutfielder Bruce 
Young
 (above) was voted by 
his teammates as one of the 
baseballers of 1966. Tom 
fwo most improved Spartan 
Brandi 
was also honored as im-
proved, while second baseman
 
Tony Hernandez was chosen as 
most valuable player and Dave 



























year, but has returned









bined with SJS graduate Yuzo 
Koga, another 
member of last 
year's championship team, to lead 
a Central Coast 
Black  Belt Asso-
ciation to the AAU team title. 
In the 
process,  Maruyama not 
only won his division title and 
received the 
Sportsmanship  award 
as the tournament's top performer, 
but was also awarded a 
Black  
Belt Scholarship which will allow 
him to return to his homeland 
for 
a four -month period with all 
ex-
pen.ses paid. 
The well-built judoka 
will  be 




 the team captain and 
180 -pound NCAA division winner 
last year, will
 compete in the 
176 -pound division in this year's 
tourney, while Lewis, a senior 
philosophy major from Menlo Park, 
will defend the 165-pound NCAA 
title he 
captured  last year. 
Also making the trip for SJS, 







Masalcazu  Nakao and Larry 
Lambert. 
Miller, a senior from Watson 
ville, and sophomore
 Nakao were 
expected  to battle it out for the 
Spartans' 
heavyweight
 spot at the I 
beginning of the year, but Uchida's 
present 
alignment  calls for Nakao 
to compete in the 205 -pound 
divi-
sion and Miller in the heavyweight 
class 
in the finals. 
Lambert, a sophomore,
 will make 
his bid for an NCAA title in the 






Tomorrow is the deadline 
for  
all golf entries to 
be turned in to 
Intramural Office, MG121. A $1 
green 
fee must accompany each 
individual and tearn entry. 
TRACK AND FIELD 
A meeting 
for all track and 
field tearn captains will be held 
today at 3:30 p.m. in MG201. An 
officials' meeting is scheduled for 
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 p.m. 
in the 
same  room. 
VOLLEYBALL 
The final round of the intra-
mural co-ed volleyball tournament 
will be played tomorrow on the 
PER 
courts.  Loser's bracket games 
are scheduled tonight, All teams 
should check the Intramural's 
Board for 
court  numbers and play-
ing times. 
The following teams met last 
night in the
 quarter -final round 
of the winner's bracket, but no 
scores were available at press 
time: Last year's winners Dave 
Dougan and Sue Sargent meet 
Greg Davis and Carolyn Cervantes, 




Bob Potratz and Pam Alextuider 
and Ron Labetich and Rose Ashen 
tangled with Don Borne and 
Jackie Kane.
 
Frank Tarrantts and Nancy 
Wallen earned their spot in the 









CONSTRUCTION  CO. 
will have a representative on campus 
tomorrow,
 May 12, 9:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
to 
conduct































 from a business
 trip. 
All indications 
are that the 
sucessor
 to Inman-- who 
yester-
day announced that he 
was  re-
signing to 
enter  the 
business
 
worldhas already been 
chosen,  
but that official sanction
 from 
Dr. Clark is lacking. 
The leading 
candidate  for the 
post appears to be current as-




freshman team and handles a 
good share of the recruiting for 
the 
Spartans.  He has been as-
sisting Inman for six years. 
This 
season, Glines' frosh suf-
fered through their third consec-
utive poor season, finishing 
with  
a 2-18 mark. 
In his six seasons of guiding 
the yearlings, Glines has com-
piled a 
55-64  record. 
Another name 
mentioned  for 
the post is Carroll
 Williams, 
one-time Spartan star. 




 team at Santa
 
Clara and has
 been very suc-
cessful.  
Playing




. . . first in line? 
Williams 
became  the third lead-
ing 
scorer in Spartan history 







gretfully,  but felt he could not 
pass up the offer made to him 
by the 
Converse  Rubber Com-
pany, He will serve that com-
pany as its Northern 
California  
represent

















spring  football -open-
ing 
28-21  defeat to the 
Alumni 
was not a total loss for Spartan 
gridders.
 
"It was a 









who  also noted






 the ball well in the 
air,
 but could not 
push it across 
the goal. 
We
 outptisscs1 the 
Alums 
by 135 yards 
and  nine coinpletions, 
but they scored 
four
 times on pass-
es to 
our  three 
and  won."  
Offensive 
blocking was a 
disap-
pointment  to 
Anderson,  but 
the  
work 























THIS FRIDAY ' 
of our 77 men. I feel
 we have the 
potential to be a fine 
club in 
1966." 
"The four quarterbacks we used 
all did a good
 job." Bill Casey. 
Danny Holman and 
Jim Webster 




 Munson also 
saw  ac -
I tam. 
I Casey
 connected on 19 of 
25 for 
191 yards, Holman 
nine of 14 for 
121 yards, 
Webster  two of SIX 
for 
21 and 







ERSON served four 
years  as a naval officer 
after graduating
 from the lJniersity
 of Oregon C60), 
where 
he was senior 
ClaSS  president. He joined 
Standard  in San 
Jose 
immediately  upon 
separation
 from the Navy.
 After 
two successful
 years. opportunities in 
advanced selling, 
sales management or home office
 administration are avail-
able to him. 
Similar
 opportunities are 
available to college
-trained  
men. For an 
ealuation of your aptitude, call Ben 
Corsetti  
S IS Juniors  ... Ask Ben about Standard's College Intern 
Program!
 
SAN JOSE AGENCYPhone 297-9229 
515 Community Bank 
Building  













































 to miss. 
Each glass delivers as much protein as two eggs, CO as much mineral 
C p c r i s p
 bacon, t -i--01.-- more energy than two
 slices of buttered toast, 
orange
 juice vitamin_r. 
(:._- 
lt 
comes  in a lot of great 



























May 11, 1968 
Let us capture, on film, 
those unforgettable
 














May 16, 17 and 
18 
Twenty 
leading  insurance  
companies  will interview 
on campus.
















Sign up now for interviews 
Placement
 Center - Adm.
 Bldg. 234 
factured





















































































































 Seminars, 383-0426 
$11,000
 POETRY 
CONTEST.  Open to 
all  






























HAVE  E.S.P.7 1 . 
.es. your psy.11;-
abilities, Tues.. 9:30 
a.m.












 WANTED. Innlude stamped
 on- 









 closets, attractive. $105. 460 S. 
Francisco
 l',. 






 Phone sales 
,r Life 
Magazine. Choice of 
shifts.
 Sal -
Phone 298-5433.  
FELLOWS
-GALS.
 Full or part.time
 work 
r 




 plus  bonus. 
298-4479. 
MUSICIAN 
WANTED.  Should 
be
 21 by 
-, Roclon-roll recording group 
... 
ownrienred  lead 
guitar who 
 Must be willing to rehearse 
  Hiding. 292-2352. 
NTi'D  FOR FALL, student
 employees 
iore.


































 for summer session. I 
t 















RATES. 1 & 7 
bedroom  fur -
3 
ROOMMATES








nished carpets. drapes. 3 blocks 
from 
disc 




2955022  after 5 p.m. Ask for 
Pete.   

















- e walls, 
heat.  




'., extension 2337 
ryr,rnmodate




















VERY OLEAN 1 iielroom. $90. Water & 
Rebuilt , . 
- ( extras. Best offer 
garbage 
paid. See manager. 46 S. 7th 
over
 $1,2E; ., 
'-
 ,, '7 after 6 p.m.
  St. 
apt. #I. 






'63 AUSTIN HEALY 3000 
MK
 II. Excel: 
lent 
condition.




















'63 VW. New 





'58 KARMANN GHIA. Yellow conver-
tible. Fun car, 
good  
shape.  $760. Call 
968-8692,  after 5 p.m. 
.65 HONDA 305 Hawk. 
Excellent  condi-
tion.






 & bags. 
5550.  241-0884.
 Cell 5-6 
Pm 






 5:30 p.m. 
'46 JEEP,
 4 wheel drive.
 $290.
 442 S. 
9th 
St.. apt. #3. 
295.9044.
 





























condition.  11' 
or offer. 
Must  sell. 





AMPLIFIER,  cost 
&ISO 
new.  used 























WANTED:  Life guard & 
swimming
 in-






 Swim & 
Racket 










mernbnrships  in 











 otc. Corn -
mission

































for ns  
promising leaders. 
Contact





3 BEDROOM furnished, carpets, electric 
kitchen. $150. 
We
 have: I studio, 3 bed-






after  4 p.m.  
SUMMER RENTALS. New apts. 
$30 per 
person. I 14 2 bedroom 
furnished apts. 
635 S. I 1th 
St.  295-4414. 
MALE ROOMMATES
 wanted to share 
two bedroom, two 
bath
 apt. for 
fall  se-
mester. Call 
Jim. 286-5569. 215 
S. 12th, 
#3. 
1 8, 2 BEDROOM, completely 
furnished,  
carpets & drapes. 
All electric kitchen. 
Summer
 rate-




 FOUND (6I 
LOST ' brown 
plastic
 



















 in cast 
gold  & sil-
ver.
 G. Larimore
 354-1273.  
"AS 







 to become the 
sons 
of God.- 








Christ  can help 
you if you 
let him! WRITE: 
SALVATION GLEN, 
P.0.8.



















 Chet Bailey, 
286-5386. 707 N. First St.. Suite 
#1.  
EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses, 
term papers, etc. Work guaranteed.
 378-
8577  Jo 
Vine 
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or 
over 
rates on auto insurance. Liability 






EXPERT  TYPING 
SERVICE. 5 
years typ-




Pica electric. Term papers, thesis, dis-
sertation experience. 295-1163.  
TYPING
 
DONE IMMEDIATELY in my 
home.  IBM Selectric. Reasonable. 258-
9597.  
TYPING in my home. Accurate, guaran-




TRANSPORTATION  191 
Try 
to
 Prevent  
Use  






 - An 
aroused Assembly, concerned
 over 




yesterday to remove the 
dream 
drug


































to talce a 
lucinatory  









it can be 
manu-
PASSENGERS FOR ROUND-TRIP flight 
from San Jose to Chicago, Ill. Leaving 
San Jose June II, returning June 25. 
Call 241-3005 or 
295-8341.   
NEED A RIDE home to Los 
Angeles
 the 
12th or 13th of May. 
Call  295-0249, 
Sheila.   
NEED
 RIDER. Leaving for East Coast on 
or about June 20. Final destination Vir-
ginia. Call John 
6568808.  
offer














Submit ads 2 
publications
 days prior 
to day ad is 
to run. 
 
















just fill out and
 the 
this handy order 
blank 
Send 








































One time !brae times


































 ad here: 
(Count 
approximately
 33 Letters 
and  
Spaces  




possible  on canceled
 ads. 
Name   
Maass Print) 
City   
Phone   
FOr  dap.  
Address   





$   
 
to possess the 
drug.  The first 
offense 
would be a 
misdeanor.  
After that it 




amended  bill still would 
allow  possession 
of









projects.  But 
they 











 be on campus today, 
Federal
 
Careers  Day, in 








 information and 
to















 and participating 
agencies. 
This %sill be the 
second  Federal 
Careers 














3 :30 p.m., 
3,111427. 
Gamma 
















































 public is 
welcome.  
Ganuna  Alpha 




























 (SAM), 7 p.m.,
 St. 
Claire Hotel, guest
 speaker will 
be Leavitt 
S.
 White, in 
charge  of 
public 
relations







Sesenth and San Fernando. 
t'i Alpha 
Nu,  7:15 p.m., hospi-
tality suite, San Jose
 Savings and 
Loan. 777 N. First St., election 
Job 
Interviews 
'lune and Summer 
gnsduatert  
may nIg-rt for Interview 
appoint-










majors  for 
positions as trainee 
(both  business 



















social  work or re-
lated majors for 
positions as so-
cial 
worker trainee or social work-
er.  U.S. citizenship 
required.  
Colgate-Palmolive; any major 
for positions in sales. 
TUEsDAY,  MAY 17 
The firrat-West




and business majors for positions 
as sales 
management  trainee. 
Connecticut Mutual 
Llfe; busi-
ness or liberal 
arts majors for 
positions in sales and 
sales man-
agement trainee. 
Equitable of Iowa; any major 
for positions
 in sales and sales 
management trainee. 




ance and management majors for 
positions
 as sales agents -manage-
ment. 
New 




 arts or business majors 
for 
positions 
in sales training program
 
leading to 






The College Life 
Insurance Co. 
of America; any major for posi-
tions in sales  leading to sales 
management. 
Metropolitan Life Insuranee co.; 
business  or liberal arts majors for 
positions 









Hope  Film 
Bob Hope's full-length
 color fihn 
on his 
1965  Christmas 
trip
 to 
South Viet Nam 
will be shown 
tonight






Young  Jr., Arnold




 Air Society, 
a national 
AFROTC 
fraternity,  is sponsoring 
the 90 -minute feature







will  be shown 
twice'  
each
 night, at 6:30 and 
again at I 
8:15. Donations
 are 50 cents per 
person, Young said. 
The film was 
shown  curler this 














donated  the film 
to Arnold Air Society squadrons
 to 

















































 Beef - 
160  














Any 2 meats 
$1.75 






























Rooms  from $85 Per Month, 
SAN CARLOS
 of MARKET STS. 
Located in 











 Epsilon, 6:30 
p.m.,  Cafe-
teria 
































will lead a 
study of 
the  









Society),  3 p.m., 
Cafeteria 
B, guest




 English, will 
speak on "The 





open to public. 
Sigma  Mu Tau (Medical
 Tech-
nology and 
Micro-blology  majors), 
1:30 p.m., S311,
 meet  new officers 
and 
plan  spring picnic,


























































































































































For information regarding 
either
 
your own Life 
Insurance  
















































Would  you 
believe 
two 





































the  Pacific 
Trust  Territory 
which the 













work - hard. 




SEE THE PEACE 
CORPS  TASK FORCE 
NOW ON 
CAMPUS
 TODAY FOR 






TION OR FILL OUT THIS








Washington, D. C. 20525 
I 
am
 interested in going to 
Micronesia  (Pacific 
Trust 
Territory)  for two years 
as a Peace Corps 
Volunteer. I am 




 me more information and 
the 













aims stisee Nur: 
L_   
 Within
 15 days of receipt of your 
special
 application (no 
placement test is required of 
candidates  for Trust Territory 
tours) the Peace 
Corps  will tell you, by phone, If you are 
accepted for training.




























































































































SAN  JOSE, 
CALIFORNIA,  
WEDNESDAY,  









 are this 
year's
 President's Scholars, hav-
ing 
achieved  a 4.0 grade point 
average for 




 Scholars must 
have
 taken a total of 24 units 
in the
 semesters counted for 
their honor. Incompletes 
are not 
permitted, and grades from sum-
mer session, extension courses, 
credit by examination, "over-
seas" grades and "cleared incom-
plete" 
grades are not counted. 
President's Scholars from the 
Division  of Business are: 




major of San Jose, who is a 
member of Phi Kappa Phi, hon-
orary scholastic society, 
and 
plans to travel and teach high 
school;
 
Edward Cole Wilson, senior 
accounting







Lois Elaine Gurney, junior ac-
counting and finance major front 
Livermore. 
President's Scholar from 
the 





engineering major from Liver-
more, a member of Eta Kappa 
Nu, electrical engineering fra-
ternity. He has been 
invited to 
join Phi 
Kappa  Phi and plans 
graduate work at Stanford. 
President's scholars from the 
Division of Humanities and the 
Arts are: 
Oscar A. Herrera, senior Span-
ish major from Panama, a mem-
ber of the National Spanish Hon-
or Society, who 
plans  graduate 
work; 
Linda  Sue Stokes, senior so-
cial science major 
from
 San Jose, 
who will be initiated into 
Phi  
Kappa Phi this semester; 
Alan E. Kazdin, junior psy-
chology major from Berkeley; 
Susan 
Carole  Sines, senior 
English major 
from  San Jose, 
member  of Phi Kappa Phi, who 
plans to work for a master's 
degree or teaching 
credential;  
Jeanette K. Fuelling, juMor 
sociology major from San Jose, 
member of Alpha Kappa Delta,
 
sociology 
honor society, who 
plans 
Russian Studies at the 
University of Illinois or Co-
lumbia University;
 
Lily Wong Chinn, freshman 
English major from Watsonville.
 
President's Scholars from the 
Division of 




 L. Pandosh, 
graduate
 
in Nursing, who plans to start 
graduate work 
at the Univer-
sity of California at 
Berkeley  
Medical Center in September; 
Donald 
R. Waiters, junior 
life 
science major from San Jose. 
SYMBOLS
 OF KNOWLEDGE 
The 
book,  microscope 
and world globe 
are 
symbolic of the 




 student. Today SJS 
honors  those 
students who 
have
 best used those 
sources
 of 
learning to Wain academic excellence.  Phi 
Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi and thi Beta Kappa fac-
ulty club initiated the plans for recognizing 




























 of Phi Kappa 
Phi, 
Sigma Xi and Phi
 Beta Kappa 
Faculty  Club 
planned  the 
event
 
with the help 




Phi is an honor so-
ciety made 






as well as character
 
in the thoughts of college stu-
dents. 
A stated purpose of the or-
ganization is "to 
stimulate  men-
tal achievement
 by the prize 
of membership and to develop 
an acceptance of that obligation 
to our fellowman which anyone
 
can deny 
but which no one can 
escape." 
Founded  in 1897, it is a na-
tional 
society with three stars 
on its seal representing the 
charter chapters of University
 
of Maine, University of Tennes-





















hold  its first 
Honors Ban-
quet, Saturday,
 May 21, at 
1:30
 




One of the 
highlights of the 
program





In '66 Who's 
Who  Edition 
Twenty-eight SJS students 
were honored this semester in 
the 
Who's Who in American 
Colleges
 
and  Universities award. 
The recipients
 were chosen in 










 colleges and universi-
ties. 
To be eligible for the 
award 
a 




 al least equal to 
the 
all-wrimen's  (2.54) or 
all-
tnen's (2.45) average, and must 








 chairmen and selected 
by a committee 










lowing students were 
chosen to 
receive the award. 








 Bruckman. William J. 




Katherine (J. J.) Fraser, Jack 
Ferguson, 
Michael L. Freed, Eu-
nice Fujii, 
Carol  Hales, Clark 
Heinrich, John Hendricks, Su-
san 
M. Kenney, Ann Lauder-
back, Clifford  O. 
Lawler, Pam-
ela 
Mangseth,  Richard A. Miner. 
Martha M. Mitchell, Jack 
Perkins, Scott Moore, 
Robert 



















presented  by SJS 
Vice President 
William  J. Dusel 
at a special Student Council 
meeting.
 
The award program 
was 
rounded






 to students 
with outstanding achievements 
in 
their  college careers. 
Dr.Thomas 











Washburn for achieving 3.0 
GPAs during the fall semester. 
Special awards will be 
given  
to students who earned 4.0 av-
erages
 and persons with 3.5 av-
erages 
will
 also be specially 
noted.
 
As a result of nominations by 
the various
 hall governments, 
12 students will 





ing Student" awards are Lois 
Dormin and Toni Boscacci, 
Royce; Carol 
Gilliland
 and Jane 
Net tleship, Washburn; 
Lucy 
Haab and Heidi Pauer, Hoover; 
Tom Brooics and Bob Johnson, 
Markham;
 Sam Catania and 
Bill Miller, Moulder and from 
Allen, Paul Rego and  Pete Ellis. 
Lynn Horan, IDC representa-
tive from 
Washburn  Hall and 
chairman of the event also has 
announced that "all previous 
awanis accumulated during the 
past year will be represented." 
Winded  
in these will be 
tro-
phies




for I heir Homecoming Float. 
trophies to Allen and Washburn 
for their victory in the IDC 
Playday, and a trophy to Mark-
ham for the election of their 
candidate MaryAnn
 Hardy as 
Miss Residence 
Hall, 1966. 
Residents  of the 
halls  who re-





will  he admitted  to 
the  









for  the 
luncheon. 






 national research 
society, is chiefly 
a society for 
scientific study, 
according  to nr. 





Approximately  70 f a 
cu
 I ty 
members
 belong to the club. 
They 
sponsor lectures 
and  are 
active 
in research in the 
areas  
of biology, physics and geology. 
The national







Dr.  Arnal 
said. 






careers  formed 
the Phi 
Beta Kappa 




 qualify for 
PBK
 if SJS had a 
chapter to 
belong















Some 351 SJS 
students
 will be 




day as the President's and 
Dean's Scholars are presented at 
the Fifth Annual Honors Convo-
cation. 
The convocation will be held 
at 10:30 this moming on the 
lawn in back of the Home Eco-
nomics Buildin g. Chancellor 
Dean E. McHenry will be key-
note speaker. 
Dr. McHenry, chancellor and 
professor of 
comparative  gov-
ernment at. the University of 
California at Santa Cruz, is the 
author of co-author of several 
political science textbooks used 
at
 SJS. 
Some of the books include: 
"California Government and 
Politics," "State and Local Gov 
ernment in California," and "Ele-
ments of American Govern-
ment." 
Chancellor Dean 
McHenry  is 
a native Californian, born 56 
years ago on a farm 
near Lom-
poc, Calif. He is married and 




received  a bachelor of arts 
degree from UCLA in 1932, 
a 
master of arts 
degree
 from 
Stanford in 1933, and his doc-
torate from, the University _of 
California at Berkeley in 1936. 
He has studied abroad
 in Eu-
rope, in New Zealand as a Car-
negie Fellow, in Australia as a 
Fulbright Lecturer, and in 
South America as a Ford Foun-
dation Consultant. 
An author of the Master Plan 
Survey of Higher 
Education,
 Dr. 
McHenry helped to 
set  long 
range guidelines for California 
state colleges, universities and 
junior colleges. 
Dr. McHenry served in various 
positions at UCLA from 1939 





liams College and Pennsylvania 
State University in the late 
1930's.
 
Following the convocation 
Pres. Robert D. Clark and the 
college deant 
will be host to 
honorees at a 
reception
 on the 
lawn north of 
the  Women's 
Gymnasium. 
The keynote speaker will at-
tend the 10:30 a.m. reception 
and 12:30 p.m. huicheon. 
Dr. 
Alfred  W. Einarsson, pro-
fessor of physics and chairman
 
of the Honors Convocation Plan-
ning Conunittee, said that 12 
students 
have been named to 
the President's list 
and  339 
scholars are Dean's Scholars. 
"'this is our way of recog-
nizing their academic achieve-
ment and of encluraging them 
to continue to strive for
 such 
high goals," Dr. Einarsson said. 
To be named as a 
President's 
Scholar, a student must main-
tain a 4.0 grade point average in 
at least 24 units for the previous
 
spring and fall semesters. 
Dean's Scholars 
must main-
tain a grade 
point average of 
3.65 for either
 of the two pre-
vious semesters with at least 
14 units taken in that semester, 
according to Dr. Einarsson. 
The Honors Convocation is 
partially  financed 
by the ASB 
with the college 






 was started 
by faculty 
members of Phi Beta 
Kappa
 Faculty Club, Sigma
 Xi, 
and Phi
 Kappa Phi, all 
honor  
societies.  
This year's convocation 
plan-
ning committee 
is led by chair-
man 
Einerson.
 Oother members 
include:









 professor of 
education; 





William Wasserman, assistant 
professor of 
chemistry;
 Dr. Ruth 
Yaffe, associate
 professor of 
chemistry; and















 Robert D. 
Clark,  Presiding 




Spangled Banner"  
by the 
audien,ce 




 Students  Vice Pres.
 W. J. Dusel 






 Address  Chancellor




A Cappella Choir 
"Hail, Spartans,






















Tower Hall, the 
symbol of academic 
learning  
at SJS since 
1910,  today houses the 
executive 
offices of the college. 
The first honors convo-
cation in the
 spring of 1962 
took  piece in 












SJS  by the 
Northern
 California 




 sources an -
Morris Dailey 
Auditorium. 
Today  the old 
struc-
ture remains






Brown  in 1964





 that nine 


















attorney  and 
president  of 
the 




 by the 
schools to aid



























 in San Fran-
cisco, the 




 Davis, t.he 
University  of 
the Pacific at 
Stockton














program,  which 
has  been 
operating
 at SJS since
 1964, has 
made























urday, in the Pauley 
Ballroom 
of the 




 speaker for the eve-
ning will 
be
 Dean Bayless 
Man-
ning of 
the  Stanford 
Univer-
sity Law 
School,  who will
 dis-
cuss, "Law 
in the Headlines." 
Reservations






























































Ralph H. Cathell 

































































































































































































































































































































































studying  pays off, 
not only with 
good  grades at 
semester's end 
but  with 
satisfaction









Being  a dean's 








Raj  Krishin 
Narang,
 it means 
a little
 more. The 
junior  civil 
engineering
 major was born 
and raised
 in New Delhi, 
India.
 
Narang has maintained an 
overall 
GPA  of at least 3.5 
in 
his three 





He first arrived in 
the United 
States in May 1963 
and  attended 
summer 
school  at George 
Wash-
ington 
University  in 
Washing-
ton, D.C. In the
 fall of '63 he 
entered  St. 
Martin's
 College in 
Washington 
State  and studied 
for one 
year before coming to 
SJS 








year -old brother will be gradu-
ated from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley this June with 
a master's
 degree in electrical 
engineering. 
His younger sister will come 
to 
the United States next fall 
to enroll at Wellesley
 College in 
Boston
 on a $3,000 a year schol-
arship. 
Raj's father
 works for the 
In-
dian government 
in New Delhi 
as assistant director
 of general  
post






retort  to India 
some  day 
and specialize in 
hydraulic en-
gineering. 
After graduation in 
June 1967, Narang will definite-
ly go to 
graduate
 school but as 

































Bruce  Meat:ire 
Richard A. McMillan
 
Gloria D. B. Ring 
Juergen  S. Rinnert 




John P. Van Sambeek 
Richard Lee 
Welch 
Christopher T. Baz 
Judith M. Hilgendorf 
Charles









David  T   
Henry N. Wallace 
Bonnie Jean 
Williams  
Mary K. Williams 











































Phyllis Mae Webb 































































Wayne  Dyer 
Charles 
Levvis






Robert L. Steward 
Mladen Chargin 
Randall
 M. German 
Robert John Kraut
 













 U. Aelaws 
Bruce O. Albertsen 




















Randall  German 








Dean L. Hamilton 



























Robert  Steward 
John Swanson 













 C. Wilcox 
Steven R. Willis 
Lew 
Woolhiser  































































Iioward  Hill 
Don E. Hughes 
Herbert S. Ketay 
Bruce  Kitchin 


































Walter L. Peyton 






Michael J. Rodsater 
James D. Salo 
Jack Van 
Sambeek 
Warren  Schroeder 









Edward A. Taylor 
Terry 
Lee  Tomesik 
Shurlo Tooker 
Gary P. Troskie 
L. 
Tmtsky 










Walter  Accurso 
Barbara 




Marie  Allen 




 R. Bernett 
Richard
 T. Bonetti 


















Bruce  Durham 
Sandra J. Edwards 
Edward John 
Erler   
Dorothy Jean Freundl 
Lana Joan 
Galbraith  







John Alan Kirchner 
Karl Alois Kirschner 
Jean
 E. Krasno 
Harold Mark 
Kushins 










Marcia  N. McGinnis 
Sandra J. 
McPherson  











Ronald W. Mosher 
Richard N. Murray 
Daphne 
Elin  Naab 
Cheryl Ann Neilsen 
Diana H. 
Nishiura  
David C. Petersen 
Ruth 
Ann  Reim 
Leland W. Robinson 
Virginia C. Rodgers 
Eileen Louise Ross 
Lester B. Rowntree 
Carol Sawyers 
Kathryn  E. Schenk 
JoAnne Schroeder 
James C. Shanteau 




Joyce Lyn Smith 
Sandra 
Dee  Snavely 




Daniel Paul Stelling 




William H. Stull, Jr. 
Not-ma Edna M. Taylor 
Sylvia Kaye 
Thomas  
Penny E. Thompson 
Sandra Lee 
Truax  
Jack Ralph Ullom 
Carolina B. Van Loo
 
Richard Osamu Wada 
John Major Waller 
Robert Charles Weil 
John Alfred 
Wellcome 
Raymond C. Westphal 
John C. 
Whittleton 





 A. Anderson 
Dae Dunning Baird 
Frederick G. Barrtikel 
Beverly Ann Bernardo 






















































Charlene Kay Olson 
Jane 




 Mary Ramsey 
Carol Anne Scoma 
James Henry Stoner 
Karen 




Jeanne E. Williams 
Sheryl 
Ann Alongi 
Joseph Lee Anastasio 
Martha 
Lee Brown 







Anna Luesa Garner 
Lana 
Lee  Grossmann 
David W. Gunder 
Ellen  Louise Hill 
Carol Ruth Hively 


















Bennett  Rosen 
Susan Barbara Sborov 
Michael
 J. Sheridan 
Frederick S. Stahl 
William E. Threlfall 
Maryann
 B. Urbani 
Kathleen May 
Bennett  
Richard C. Blaine 













Susan  McCoy 
Thomas
 S. McIntyre 
Kathryn Lea 
McNames 
Karen E. Michaeloff 
















 A. Zapioni 
Division of 
Science  




 D. Ahrens 








Pauline Lewis Davis 
Paul  Roger 
Decker
 




Edwin  Freeman 
John 
Winthrop  Fuchs 




Gary William Jones 
SUSaa  Bignell Kirk 
Rollin
 B. Klink 
Thomas E. Landers 
Edward Charles Lee 
Robert D. Magarian 
Martha 
Sue Martin 
Kenneth C. Merrihew 
Nancy Jean Miller 
Scott Moore, Jr. 
Thomas A. Mowles 
Karen Ray Mange11 
Nicola Lou Neff 
Gene Oscar Nelson 
Joann  S. Nydegger 
Kendall M. Perkins 
Rosemarie Pichichero 
Robert Frank Pitcher 
Loren 
Arthur Raymond 
Marcel Harvey Roman 
Sandm Jean Sandine 
Dorothy A. Schreiber 
Richard Lee Sites 
Nancy E. Vanlingen 
Camlyn A. Williams 
Craig Yamamoto 
Bill Wah Biu Yeung 
Gary Steven Zeigler 
Robert James Archer 
John William Coppock
 
Margaret L. Darmstadt 
Pamela Jo Duncan 





































Hiroko  Wake 
James M. Zeiszler 
Dale Robert Anderson 
Mark Joseph Angelo 




Wayne L. Christensen 
David Keith Cundiff 
Richard
 G. Ducker 
Duane C. Eichler
 
Sondra Lee Granskog 
Kathryn Dawn Grubb 











 Allen Olson 
William F. Phal 
Paul Sam
 Rago 
Shirley Rae Raines 
Robert Paul Shadwick 
Lynn Shizuye Takata 
Mary Margaret
 Thompson 




















































High GPA Key to Membership
 

























































































































































Donald J. Kint 
Cordell Koland 
Barry Lambert 
Bonnie  Larson 
Zulema (Sue Levine 







Limy  Oliver 
Tim Peck 
Eileen Ross 



































Walter  Wood 
Iota Delta Phi 



































Elementary  Education 
Honorary  
Members:  
May  Arie 









 N. Ctunphell 
Helena M. Carty 
Margaret
 M. Ceresa 





Betty J. Ekstrand 








 A. Jule 
Dorothy 
M. Layne 
Betty L. Lighty 
Nancy Lyon 
Helen Lyons 
















Hecla H. Yamada 
Jeanne Yoshida 
Kappa Tau Alpha 
Honorary
















Patricia A. Sharp 












































Patricia  Christa 
Soon Chun 
Margaret Coe 




























 Winston Churchill, being a 
student  involves 
blood, toil, tears
 and sweat." 
One reward for this 
suffering
 is the attainment of good 
grades
 and membership in one of the more 
than 30 honor so-
cieties at SJS. 
Among the roost active 
honor  organizations on campus are 
Alpha  Lambda Delta, Black 
Masque,  Phi Eta Sigma, Spartan 
Shields and Tau
 Delta Phi. 
Alpha Lambda Delta,
 national freshman women's 
honorary 
society, requires its members 
to have had a minimum cumulative
 
grade point of 
3.5 for 15 units of work in 
either one of their 
freshman  semesters. 
After initiation, a member is 
active for one year, after which
 
time she is 
awarded life membership on an 
inactive
 basis. 
Black Masque, secret 
senior women's honorary 
society  was 
begun 
at 
SJS  in 1930.
 Its active memhership is 
limited
 to some 
13 
women
 who are chosen
 at the end of their 
junior
 year on the 
basis of scholarship and service. 
High scholastic honors
 and campus activities are the 
basis 
for 
membership  in Blue 























division  men's honorary 
society,  
is open 
to lower division male 
students who maintain 3.5 averages
 for 
at least 15 units in their first semester. 
Spartan Shields, sophomore 
men's  honorary organization, 
is the official guardian of the 
college  symbol, a replica of a shield 
that
 is now in Sparta, Greece. 
Organized in 1949, the society 
rectuires  its members to have 
completed 15-59 units 
with  an overall average of 2.25 and 2.5 
for the preceding semester. Members also must have engaged in 
two extracurricular activities. 
Spartan 
Spears, sophomore
 vvomen's honor and 
service  
or-
ganization, limits its membership to 20 coeds with above average 






Tau Delta Phi, men's honorary scholastic fraternity is 
among SJS' most active colonizations. 
Established in 1916, its 
activities
 include sponsorship of Open -End Forum discussions and 
publication of the Tower List, a student evaluation poll of faculty. 
Membership in Tau Delta Phi 
is open to all male students 
with a 
minimum of 30 units and a 3.0 grade point average. 
In addition numerous honor societies at SJS recognize high 
achievement in particular major fields.
 Ranging from Beta Beta 
Beta,  
















-air  science honorary, the 
gmtips 
all require 
high scholastic achievement in the student's 













































 Science Honorary 
President:
 
























































































OF SPARTASpardi, a cast aluminum replica of the 
SJS Spartan, symbolizes the spirit of San Jose State. Spardi, de-
signed by SJS graduate sculptor Daryle Webb, may be seen 
standing on his four -foot base in the art guad. A drawing of the 
statue will be part of the new ASB seal. 
Kushins 
Sharon















































































































































































































































Ronald  Mermel 































































Phi Upsilon °micro'. 
Home 
Eeonomies  Honorary 
President:  















































































































Phi, one of 






































English,  "The 
love
 of 
wisdom  rules 
Mankind." 
The badge






the sun in 
eight  groups, 
sig-nifying the equivalence
 of all 
branches of learning. 
Gniduating Seniors: 




Albin  Anderson Jr. 
Ronne Maudine Await 
Cheryl Lee Babb 
William Basansky 
Joan P. Bea.n 
Melanie Mercedes  
Benz 
George William Berger 
Carolyn


































































































































Andrade  Jr. 
Roberto
 M. Arce 


















Theta  Tau, 
Inc. 
sortety













































 S. Allen 
Jr. 













Donald  D. Dalke 
James E. 
Diekens 




























































































































































































Richard Sample Rigg 
Douglas E. 
Robbins 







Sue -Anne Solem 
Mara
 I.. Southern 
Susan
 Ellen Stanich 





























































 Ytrar V\Irf 
Norrellrf  
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Virginia Claire Freundl 






























Mary  Nadine 
Phillips 















Elfriecia J. Bender 
Thorval H. 
deAtley  
Sandra Kaye deVries 












Mabel Violet Magers 
Joan Mary Ramsey 





Seniors Elected December 1965: 
Nancy Carol Arvoid 
Roxanne Dolores Blodgett 







Delwin  Hennessey 
PhWp Leslie Herold 
Leslie A. Joslin 
Cheryl  Ann Kaatz 
Phyllis  J. Leschyn 
Margaret
 Ann Mulholland 
Delores 






















Larry  John 
Woods 

















Richard H. Yoshimura 
Richard



























































































































































































 to be 
held  in 
Moscow  













































Lange  v. -as 
named  
consultant to 


















































 the talk 







also display his 









is run by 
Thupten  
Jungnes
 Lama, who 
became an 














Cullough, "but he 




 he walked, 
literally,  all 
over India collecting 
money and 
finally bought a 
piece of land 
near Sarnath,
 where the Buddha
 






 Buddhist monk has 
been
 working toward 
comple-
tion
 of the monastery 
and a 
school. 
The Sangha Club has donated 
funds 
to the monastery since 
1961 annually. 
Dr. 
McCullough  studied Bud-
dhism and Hinduism in India at 
Banares Hindu University
 1960-
61, during which time
 he also 
visited Viet Nam, Cambodia, 
Burma, Nepal, Sikkhim and 
Ceylon. 
From December 1965 to Jan-
uary 1966, the
 professor studied 
with
 a group of seven 
professors 
from other 
California  state col-
leges 









Taking the middle road be-
tween 
optimism and pessimism, 
Dr. Arthur 
Brown,  Adelphi Uni-
versity president
 and SJS 
Founders' Day speaker, 
Friday  
denied that "the signposts
 that 
guided 
our  l'athers ... no longer 
fits the conditions 
of
 our time." 
In his discussion of 
"The
 
American Dream and Higher 
Education," Dr. Brown 
outlined 
the co -development of American 
democracy and education from 
t.he viewpoint of  literary history. 
Novelist 'rhomas Wolfe was 
cited as a source of a definition 
of the "American 
Dream:"  
To every man his chanceto 
every man, regardless of his 
birth, his shining. golden op-
portunity, --to 
every man the 
right to live, to work, to be 
himself, and to become 
what-
ever thing 









 Brown also sought to ex-
plode some modern conceptions
 
of
 higher education by sinsving 
them 
to
 be historically errone-
OUS. 
"Those who may 
complain  
that the vocational or profes-
sional biases of the modern in-
stitution
 are at odds with the 
basic 
purposes of collegiate edu-
cation, specifically a cultural 
ministry to the whole man, are 
historically In error," the speak-
er commented. 
"The fact is that the medieval 
college was basically vocational 
in character.





 any similar focus familiar 
to us today," he said.
 




tenance a wide range of re-






necessarily a violation of his 
oath of office. And for his stu-
dents to  focus steadily
 on job 
markets or professional schools 
is not necessarily antagonistic 






Stan  Heins has been selected 
as the outstanding senior in 
industrial design by the 
depart-
ment staff. 
Heins will be recognized Fri-
day at a dinner given by the Bay 
Area Chapter of Industrial De-
sign Society of America (IDSAL 
the professional industrial de-
sign  groin). 
The 




 to college seniors 
throughout the U.S. Seven of 







ment is also involved
 with two 
other awards. Both grants, they 
are the Industrial Design "schol-
arship" and the Donald A. 
Moore $100 International Susi-
nese Machines presentation. 
Recipients of the I.D. award, 
amounts ranging from $1.500 to 
$200, are Craig Yamamoto,
 
James Zeiszler, -Heins, Russ Da-
vis, Roger Martin, Carl Engle-
brecht , Petar Kontich, Peter 
Ronzani and Kathy Sullivan. 
The Moore -IBM gra n t in 
transportation
 
design will be 
awarded al 
the  end of the se-










MEETS DALAI LAMADr. Jay R. McCullough, 
left, SJS professor of 
Philosophy,  and Dr. H.  V. 
Guenther, center. Tibetologist from Saskache-
wan University, Canada, greet the Dalai Lama,
 
right, 
head of Tibetan Buddhism,
 on trip to 
New Delhi in 1961. Guenther
 was working with 
the













Errol Williams, S.1.5 graduate 
who holds the school high jump 
record, returned 
to the United 
States last year after teaching 
school for two years in Uganda 
In East Africa. 
Williams lVaS back on cam-
pus
 Friday to visit friends and 
show slide.s of 




a MA. degree 
in biological science from SJS 
in 1961, Williams received a fel-
lowship from the Agency for In-
ternational Development AIM 
to study at the University of 
East Africa. 
He studied there for a year, 
earning
 his 
M.A.,  and tif I er
 prac-
tice 
leaching in Kenya, taught 
at a secondary boys' actual! in 
Uganda. 
Williams says he gained "tre-
mendous satisfaction" from his 
teaching
 experiences. He plans to 
do graduate work in the field of 
public health, and return to 
Africa.
 
"Most people interested in the 
hardships of my life in Africa 
won't believe I lived a life of 
luxury," 
Williams  commented. 
During 
his African  stay, he 
lived in 
a large three -bedroom 
house which included a garage 
for his 
motorcycle,
 and had two 
servantsall of which he got 
for $15 a month. 
Thv hoarding
 school where he 











tory when lie 11111i some 
of the 
boys had to sleep
 in the 
cafeteria
 and lecture halls. 
Years 
in Uganda 
Classes, he said, began and 
ended by drum beat until the 
drum wore 
out,  then by striking 
the rim of a wheel"anything 
that would make noise." 
The boarding school situation 
required more vvork 
for teach-
ers because the rules had
 to be 
enforced rigidly, Williams
 point-
ed out. "I felt uncomfortable 
telling 28 -year
-old men to go to 
bed," he noted. 
William coached 
track and 
field  at the school 
which  had 
no track or 
hurdles.  He said he 
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 are trying to 
save
 
what is left of tradition through 
the theater




There is a movement to reject 
African tradition and adopt 
Western ways, he said.
 'There 
is no effort to integrate 
the  two 
societies," he noted.
 "It is the 
engulfing of one and the reject-
ing of the other." 
Students





Higher  Education Act  of 
1965 is resulting in a traffic jam 
in the 
Financial Aids Office be-
cause it is making more money 
available to students than ever 
before. 
Next semester the first
 grants  
from the new act will be award-
ed. Grants must be 
matched  by 
one of SJS' aid programs, which 
include the Work -Study Pro-
gram. National Defense Student 
Loans and various scholarships. 
More than twice as many aid 
applications 
as last















announced in the Spartan 
Dail, Honors 
Edition.  This year 
applicants NNW not be notified 




































































conducted  by 
the 



















other  athletes find majors 









graduation,  they natur-
ally choose 
P.E.  programs. And 
the choice of a P.E. major does 
not 














major,  a variety 
of 
courses is required. 
Footballers, 
for
 example, learn 
badminton, 
























 is required. 







specific sport, the athlete 
must learn to budget his time, 
or




"When I coached football, ' re-
ports  former SJS grid coach 
Bob 
Bronzan,







er than in the 
off-season. This, I 
believe,  still holds true and is 
because athletes must make 
their time count.
 It is like the 
saying. 
'If you want to 
get a 
job done, assign it to a busy 
man,' " 
Presently Director of Men's 
Physical
 Education, Br on z a n 
adds that, "The activity engaged 
in does not explain 
either good 
or bad 









Discuss  'LC' 
System  
Paul Frame, consultant on the 
Library 
of
 Congress (LC) system 
will 
discuss
 "From Jefferson to 
Mumford:
 LC from A to Z" at 
a meeting open to the public in 
CH149 tomorrow night at 
8, Dr. 





The SJS library 
began its change 
of book classification from the
 
Dewey 
Decimal  to the Library of 
Congress system at the
 beginning 







the  LC 
system. 
Frame,
 who also is head libra-
rian of Colorado 
Women's  College, 
will be 
on campus until Saturday 
to meet with school librarians.
 
Positions held by the 
scheduled
 
speaker include those of reference 
librarian at the public libraries 
of Denver and Los 
Angeles  and 
bibliographer at 
the  U.S. Air 
Force Academy. 
Before holding his current po-
sition at 
the  University of Den-
ver, Frame served the 
institution 
as reference librarian, head 
of 
technical processes, assistant di-
rector of libraries 
and associate 





 his A.B. from the 
University of 
Chicago,  his M.A. in 
history  from the University 
of 




the University of 
Denver.
 
Business  Students 
Honored
 
At 8th Achievement Dinner 
Leading
 SJS business 
students  
were honored at the School of 
Business Eighth Annual Achieve-
ment Banquet 
last Wednesday. 
A total of nine 
student awards 
were 
presented at the 
dinner.
 
Ben Riechmuth, president of the 
SJS Alumni Association was pre-
sented the Alumnus award by As-




this year was also 
honored as the Young Mon of 
the Year, for San Jose. 
BANQUET SPEAKER 
Herschel Brown, executive vice 
president of 
Lockheed  Missiles 
arid Space Company  keynoted the 
evening with an address on "Per-
sonal Challenges




Some 13 students picked up 
awards in the nine categories. 
Winners were: Margaret Mulhol-
land and Clifford Lawler, Alpha 






ness Education; Robert B. Zu-
fall and Jerry R. Mallicoat, In-
dustrial





 student awards went 
to: 
Thomas L. Heflin and Michael J. 
Rodsater, Insurance; Dawn E. 
Smith, Secretarial Administration; 
Steve Lewis, Mike Berry and Terry 
Batt, Marketing; and Keith E. 
Delp, Real Estate. 
Clifford
 Lawler 
also picked u 
the Special National Society For 











 athletics affects 
grades. 
He 
emphasizes  that athletics are 
beneficial because, "A thletics 
and exercise help the mind to 
think clearly.









also  a funda-
mental part 
of
 an education. 
"After college, one finds that 
the classroom experience is a 
sinall part. Contact with other 












ficial," adds Titchenal. 
OTHER  MAJORS 
Of the athletes in other ma-





service  correction and 
political  science. 
Examples of the variation are 
numerous. 
Soccer All-Amerlean Lou 
Fra-
ser majors in accounting, with 
teammates 






fil in chemical engineering.
 
Footballer
 Dave Alaimo boasts 
a 3.3 grade average 
in 
Math.  







Graduating seniors and other
 
outstanding  Home Economics 
students 













is held to 
honor  graduating sen-
iors
 and to present 
awards,  schol-
arships





 presented with awards 
this 
year
 include Shirley Mia-
hare and 
Judith
 Sorensen who 
tied with identical grade 
points  
for 
graduating senior with the
 
highest GPA.

















to Nancy Gregg. Kathleen
 
Aime






na Squier, who was 
presented  
the 
Karstedt  Memorial, Carolyn 
Wake who received
 the Home 
Economics Faculty 
Award to a 
Junior,
 
and  Amy 
Iwanaka  who  
received 
the Home Economics 
Faculty Award to a 
Sophomore. 
The California Dietetics 
Assn. 
presented
 Joan Marie Roberts 
with 




Special  guests at the banquet 
Included: President 
and  Mrs. 
Robert D. Clark, alumni, home 
economists 
from the San Jose 







 Mrs. Loise Lease on 
by Miss 
Marianne Voorhees and 







jors are Bruce 
Ilicke in zoology; 







 in chemistry. 
Gymnastics
 stars Tony Cop-
pola majors in 
music. Team-
mates  Kal








Basketballers  find 
interest  in 
other
 
classes  with Clarence Den-
zer in conservation,  Frank Tar-
rants  and John Keating 
in busi-
ness 
management,  Steve 
Schlink
 
in biology and 
Don  McConnell 
in industrial
 relations. 
World track setter Tommy 
Smith is in social science, while 
medical 
technology,  engineering, 
business management and pub-
lic administration are 
fields for 
Wayne 
Hermen,  Larry Dixon, 
Craig Fergus and Ken Shackle -
ford, respectively. 
Tennis finds Bob 
Murio  in 
philosophy  and Yit Louie in 
electrical engineering. 
Swimmers Steve Hoberg and 
Mike 
Hansen 
are  in math,
 Jack 
Liken.s in industrial technology 
and Steve Williams in industrial 
design.
 
Olympian judoist Paul 
Marti-
yama is a business major while 
Jim Pennington is in police 
science and John Lewis has a 
double  






Cross-country harriers Jim 
Sullivan, Ken Noel and Bob 
Baker take majors in history, so-
ciology and civil engineering. 
The above is just a sampling 
of athletes
 in various major 
fields. 
Additionally,
 three athletes 







Hobbs  has been on 
the list by maintaining a 3.65 
for two consecutive semesters. 
Hobbs is a math major. 
Wrestler Loren 
Miller  earned 
mention on the coveted list. 
This past season, the junior 
Physical Education major went 
through the dual season unde-
feated and 
traveled  to the NCAA 
Championships for the second 
time. He boasts 




Steve Brazis earned his rank-
ing while majoring in biological 
science. A sophomore, he earned 
his letter for the gymnasts as 
No. 1 man on the trampoline. 
Numerous other athletes hold 
grade point averages of 3.0 or 
better in P.E. 
and  other majors. 
"And our rate toward gradua-
tion is probably better than 
average," notes Bronzan. "Most 
out for athletics
 take better 
than 15 units a semester. Others 
who take fewer double up in 
the off-season." 
Statistics verify Bronzan's 
claim.
 
Athletes and grades 
are a 
touchy subject because of the 
invalid assumptions or easy 
grades, easy classes and puor 
grades. But athletes 
are  really 
students, too. 
Weanesetry  
117fay  11 
icins
 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA  The SJS Sym-
phony Orchestra is shown during a 1963 re-




ber orchestra holds its college concerfs in 










































































































Eileen Hayes Hoffer 
Susan Kenney 
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the annual Phelan 
literary Contest 
Banquet  Fri-
day night at 6:30 should be re-
served in the English Depart-
ment
 Office, F0102, by tomor-
row at 
a cost of $3.50 each, ac-
cording to Dr. Jeanne Lawson, 
associate professor of English. 
Winners of some $1.200 in 
prize money
 will be announced 
at the dinner which will be held 
in Cafeteria room.s A and B. 
The 
awards  are offered by 
the SJS English 
Department  








Guest speaker at the 
event  
will be poet
 Eric Barker, who 
will read from 
his book, "Look-
ing for Water." Born and edu-
cated in 
England.  he is the re-
cipient of the 1955 and 1957 An-
nual Borestone Mountain Poetry 
Award and the 
1962 Shelley 
Memorial Award. 
Dr. Lawson adds, those who
 
do not vdsh to attend 
the ban-
quet may arrive at 7:30 p.tn. 
for
 the poetry reading and the 
award presentations. 
MACQUARRIE  HALL 
Dedic-ited last Friday during Founder's Day 




















ceive a regular commission in 
the 










(SMS) will hold its second 
annual 
math contest Saturday. 9:30-11:30 
a.m., MacQuarrie
 Hall, second 
floor.
 
Open to all students, the con-
test 
will  feature first and second 
prizes of books dealing with 
math.  
to be given in each of three di-
visions. 
Division.% and qua I i f ica ions ; re : 
neophyte, completiort of math 30 
(first semester 
calculus) or less; 
intermediate. 
completion  of nine 
or less upper division 
math units; 
advanced, completion
 of over nine 
or.less_upper 
division  units, grad-
uate students
 included. 
Purpose of the contest
 is to stim-
ulate  student interest in 
math, said 
Monte
 Boisen, S.IS spokesman. 
Interested 
persoris  can sign 
up 
in MH227 until




 2nd in 
.U.S. 







(AIIE) has been rated the No. 













held  May 27 in 
San Fran-
cisco.
 SJS student 
industrial 
engineers will man 
a booth at  
the national conclave and 
;aid 
in the sessions. 












gram of speakers. 
More 
than









































Renee  Blocker 
were  hon-
ored with 













their  sophomore 
Veal's,
 
Miss  !lively 







Blocker seeking higher &-
free& in her 
Spanish  major. 
commissioning 17 June graduates 
Friday, June 10. 
The 
officer





Head,  SJS professor
 of aero-
space  studies. 









 and who 
was named a 
Distinguished Mili-
tary Graduate in 
ceremonies  this 
semester,  is one of few AFROTC 
cadets to receive a regular com-
mission in the 
Air Force upon 
graduation. Most cadets receive 
reserve 












from Novato,  is 
commander  of 
Arnold Air Sucimy, 
national 
A FR( rrC fra tern i ty. He served 





awards were based 
on his corps 
activities, 
summer  field training 
performance,  scholastic
 abilities 
and overall leadership qualities. 
He 












 MacQuarrie Hall, is the 
home
 
of four SJS departments. 
BETWEEN CLASSESSJS




weather  on the lawn in front of 
Centennial  Hall and 
the Speech and 
Drama  Building. 
Centennial
 Hall serves as the 
home of Political Science,




Photo by Lou Buonono 
RECEIVES 
AWARDAFROTC
 Cadet Lt. Col. Samuel E. Young, 
raghi, receives an award as AFROTC Distinguished Military Grad. 
wife from Col. Vernon Head, SJS professor of aerospace studies. 
Young will receive a 










Hy PAT HEFFERNAN 
Although they have not been 
named to an "honorary"
 or given 
a special 
award, there is a group 
of 









can spot them easily  
--













 or co-recs. 
Sometimes  
they 
doze in class, hut they 
al -
Ways
 seeM to get their 
assign-
ments in on time.
 They don't 
show 
up in "Who's Who" or in 
ASB 
government,  or at the 
Rec-

























are trying to 
squeeze enough 
money out of next week's
 budget 
for baby 





You know who I mean,
 the 
quiet guy who sits 
next  to you 
in 




 to help you 
with 
yolir  hOnteWork hUt (ain't 
go to 
yollr  
party . . 















good  time 
--
 it's a 
challenge  that 
he
 can't fail. 
fie 
may  not get his 




edition,  but he'll 
graduate,























































Richt  rd 
A rl mit 
























for  Atomic 
Research,









Monte  Robien 
Teaching  
Assistant,  








































University of Wisconsin 
Thomas S. 
Dobashl  





San Diego State College 

































































































































 of Oregon 
Carol  Petersen 































Chemistry  Students 
Josephine
 Ubhaus 




































































































































































Mrs. Marcia Bush 
Mrs. Monta Lauro 
Mrs. Karen E. Martin 













































































































































































Van  Loo 
MIS. 
Alta
 Yates 
